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Adjectives starting with z in english

list of positive adjectives words that begin with L Zaftig have a shapely and full figure; voluptuous; full-bore. Zany comically; ridiculously comical, bizarre or clownish. Zappy energetically; Lively. Zazzy flashy; Shiny. Zealed full of or filled with zeal. Eagerness full of zeal; Eager. Zealously glowing; fervently have or show
strong enthusiasm or passion. Zen very relaxed or meditative. Zestful characterized by lively love of living or enjoyment; Bubbling. Zesty spicy; characterized by lively pleasure or excitement. Zingy pleasantly stimulating; very attractive or appealing. Zippy lively; full of energy energetically cheerful; an enjoyable stimulating
quality or exciting. Zootrophic fish for animal nutrition. Zooty stylish; snappy; Flashy. This article focuses on those that start with the letter Z. Except for the listing of adjectives, the meaning and an example regarding proper use of the adjective are also included. These categories can be of great help to those who want to
improve their vocabulary and learn about new adjectives that they can use in their daily speaking or writing. Adjectives, starting with Z Interesting adjectives zaftig: (of a female body) healthy plump and energetic zaftig actresses were popular zenith: in connection with or placed on or near zenith Zionist: in connection with
or characteristic of a follower of zionism zoophagous: carnivorous zymotic: in connection with or caused by infection Positive adjectives to describe a person zealous : characterized by active interest and enthusiasm : lively and pleasant positive adjectives to describe an event clergy: marked by lively enjoyment clerical
performance of the opera zany: entertaining unconventional and idiosyncratic Positive adjectives to describe a place zoned within: connected with or divided into zones; regarding or of the nature of a zone Negative adjectives to describe a place zigzag: with short sharp turns or angles Sporty Adjectives zippy: marked by
lively action Shortest adjectives zany: as a clown zero: indicates the absence of one or all units under consideration zoic: concerning animals or wildlife or action zesty: marked by lively pleasure; have a pleasant pungent taste zippy: characterized by lively action zone: connected with or divided into zones a zoning pattern
of cell structure zaftig: (of a female body) healthy plump and powerful zero: prior to even the first zigzag: to have short sharp turns or angles zoftig: (of a female body) healthy plump and energetic Longest Adjectives zygomorphous: capable of splitting into symmetrical halves of only one longitudinal plane passing through
the axis zoroastrian : by or concerning Zoroaster or the religion he founded zygomorphic: able to divide into symmetrical halves of only one longitudinal plane which through the axis zygomorphic plant species zimbabwika: by or in conjunction with characteristic of Zimbabwe or its people zoological: concerning animal
testing and their classification and characteristics of or relating to animals or groups of animals zoofagkel: (of animals) carnivorous zygodactyl: (of bird feet) having the first and fourth toe directed; backwards the second and third forwards zolaesque: in the same way as Emile Zola zygomatic: of or concerning the cheek
region of the facial zymolytic: of or concerning or causing fermentation Zaftig with some kind of and full figure voluptuous; full-bore. Zany comically; ridiculously comical, bizarre or clownish. Zappy energetically; Lively. Zazzy flashy; Shiny. Zealed full of or filled with zeal. Eagerness full of zeal; Eager. Zealously glowing;
fervently have or show strong enthusiasm or passion. Zen very relaxed or meditative. The only Zen you can find at the top of the mountains is the Zen you bring up there. Robert M. Pirsig TWEET THIS Zestful marked by lively love of life or enjoyment; Bubbling. Zesty spicy; characterized by lively pleasure or excitement.
Zingy pleasantly stimulating; very attractive or appealing. Zippy lively; full of energy energetically cheerful; an enjoyable stimulating quality or exciting. Zootrophic fish for animal nutrition. Zooty stylish; snappy; Flashy. Have a zingy and clergy day! Ps. See also positive verbs starting with z and positive nouns starting with
z. listpositive adjectives with zstart with zzen words In this lesson, you'll learn a list of common adjectives starting with Z in English with esl image and sample phrases to help you expand your vocabulary vocabulary. Adjectives starting with Z List of adjectives, starting with Z Zaftig Zaniest Zany Zappy Zazzy Zealous
Zebrine Zenith Zenophobic Zestful Zestless Zesty Zibeline Zigzag Zinc zinciferous Zincoid Zincous Zincy Zingy Zingy Zippy Zodiacal Zoftig Zoic Zonic Zonal Zonary Zonary Zonated Zones Zonked Zonzte Zoogenic Zoologic Zoologic Zooological Zooms Zoonal Zoophilous Zoopy Zygodactyl Zygotic Zymotic Adjectives to
start with Z with examples by combining the funniest stories , craziest creatures and zaniest images with its unique blend of rhyme, rhythm and repetition, Dr. Seuss helps children of all ages and abilities learn to read. The review of double jeopardy is not a zany proposition. He's a zealous supporter of our cause.
Converse said, trying to convey clerical satisfaction in his profession. The cottage was redolent with the zesty smell of lemon overlaying the more familiar tang of Polish, wine and wood smoke. The country appears to have followed a zigzag course between democracy and dictatorship. It is the manufacturer that a larger
casts model of the shoe of zinc-deed alloy, aluminum radical alloy. The very pure zingy palate, with fresh citrus and gooseberry flavor in abundance, and balanced lingering acidity. This is the fresh, zippy, refreshing smell zest of lemon is usually associated with the acidity of the fruit. When you see zodiac light, you are
looking edging into our own solar system. The researcher simulated anchoring tooth movement in orthodontic therapy and established the zoic trial model. Zone administrators coordinated policies and plans, thus reducing the pressure from the work on ministries in Thimphu. It's a zonked nirvana with demons
underneath; a fragile state that can't help but break apart on the next song. Learn more with words that start with z in English. Adjectives that start with Z Infographic Would love your thoughts, please comment.x There are not many adjectives that start with z.. In fact, there are not many English words at all that start with
the letter z. Several of those found tend to be very informal, or even slang. Sometimes slang helps convey intentional meaning with precision. Plus, the more you use slang terms, the more common they become. Some favorite slang words even go on to get into mainstream language and become legitimate vocabulary.



alphabet letter z Learn some new Z adjectives and use them with pride. They may be few in number and you won't find many of them used in everyday conversation, but they still have plenty of meaning to convey. Using descriptive Z words can help improve your vocabulary and improve your writing.
AdjectiveDefinitionSynonymszaftighaving a full, shapeful figure; said about a womancurvaceous, curvy, buxomzany comic in an extravagantly ridiculous or slapstick way quirky, eccentriczappymoving at a fast pace with high energy energetic, livelyzazzy shiny or flashysparkly, showyzealousfulll of, characterized by, or
showing zeal; avidly devoted to a purpose-seeing, enthusiastic ace of, or present in such a small quantity that it cannot be measured, is not zero-nodding, nosprior to the first thing in a serial cement dentzestful filled with enthusiasm; has high spiritsexuberant, eagerzesty full of zest, energetic, active; seasoned in
flavorfrisky, tangy, piquant zenvery relaxed and soothing; high degree of consciousnesspea-shaped, enlightened zibelineof or having to do with a saber (animal)saber, sable-likezigzaghaving a series of short, sharp angles or turns in alternative directionstwisty, crookedzillionth refer to something that has happened a
myriad of time-pending, enormouszinciferousyyielding, produces, or contains zincferrous (compared to zinc) zingy pleasantly stimulating for sensesflafulvor, spicyzippy full of vim and energy; briskpeppy, energeticzodiacalof or related to zodiac systemastrological zoetic of or relating to life organic, biological, alivezoicof or
concerning animals or animals lifeanimalzonalarea, which are divided into different zones divisions, segmentationzoning dividing areas in zones (voting districts, land use restrictions)district, lack of energy to do something else-moulded, worn zoogene, used by or starting in animals, as a diseaseous, zoonoticzoological of,
relating to or dealing with animal fauna, animals' livzoophagous animals that feed on other animals carnivorous flesh-eating, meat-eatingzootyextremely flamboyant stylesnazzy, over-the-topzygomaticanatomical term refers to the zygoma area of the face; zygomatic bone, zygomatic archcheekbone, malar
bonezygomorphicbotanical term refers to a single level of symmetry; plants that have identical semi-bilateral symmetry, mirror image of biochemistry related to fermentation properties similar to enzyme catalyst, acceleratorzymolyticcausing fermentation or related to fermentationzymotic, zymolytic Many of these Z
adjectives are not expressions you hear often in everyday conversation. That's part of their appeal. Review a few sample phrases using some of the adjectives that start with z to get ideas on how you can work these terms in your writing or speaking. Kim Kardashian's zaftig figure is the goal for many women embarking
on a new workout routine. Melissa McCarthy's crazy ways can capture an audience for hours. Do you love my zazzy new shoes? Her zealous pursuit of a new beginning will make her efforts a success. His zen disposition is very appealing. Have you met our new neighbor? She's pretty zesty and full of life. Her zibeline
coat is sure to offend animal lovers. Our camp counselor told us if we were chased by a crocodile, we should run in a zigzag pattern. This is the zillionth time she asked to borrow money. This well produces water that is too zinciferous to drink. My zingy exchange with my boss left me feeling that I can do anything. No
doubt her zippy disposition helped land her that job. Her zoetic awakening has inspired others to be the best they can be. Our day at the aquarium was full of zoic adventures. After a day like today, I'm completely zonked. This unnamed disease certainly has zoogenic origins. Our zoological pursuits through safari were
exciting. The zoophagous lion will eat the poor, defenseless animal. Take the zygomatic blush brush off my face, I look like a clown! Her zymolytic attempt to make beer was a success. Going through the alphabet, letter by letter, can help you compile a long list of adjectives. Craft a personalized list of adjectives that start
with z and other letters, so you have a resource on hand to help you expand your vocabulary and spread your writing. Consider putting a good ol' old fashioned pen to paper and taking up an adjective list for ages. The act of writing will help them hold on to your mind. So, when you set out to share your talents with the
world, you will be able to paint your prose with elegance and grace. No matter what they start with are adjectives descriptive terms that can help you improve improve Now that you know some of the adjectives that start with z,, consider developing a deeper knowledge of how to improve your writing through the use of
descriptive terminology. Explore the different types of adjectives and consider how they can improve your writing. Once you've spent some time studying, test your knowledge with an adjective quiz. Certified teacher teacher
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